
Short Answer 
Response 
Question 23 





Part A 
� Outline  Sketch in general terms; indicate 

the main features of 

� Most candidates did extremely well with 
this question 

� Most identified a suburb or town however 
it was possible to gain full marks without 
naming a town 



� However, a surprising number we unable 
to accurately name any urban dynamic- 
essential that all the syllabus is covered 

� Quite a number were inaccurate with 
their definition eg   

Referred to urban consolidation and then 
described suburbanisation 
 
� Many students used Pyrmont as an 

example – referring to urban renewal and 
described the process of gentrification or 
examples from fieldwork 



� Reminder – directive term is outline, for 
two marks. 

� No point writing a mini essay and using 
writing booklets to extend their response. 





Part B 
� Describe Provide characteristics and 

features 
� This part of the question caused quite a 

few problems. 
� Some difficulty with the directive term 

‘Describe’  



� Many candidates described World Cities 
rather than their location 

� Some candidates did an excellent job at 
describing the location of World Cities but 
did not use any examples!! 

This put them into the lower bands 



� Again, this question reinforces the need to 
understand every point in the syllabus and 
to use the directive terms 

� Better candidates referred to – northern 
hemisphere, developed world, often port 
locations,  time zones, centre of  transport 
links. 

� Very few candidates gained full marks for 
this question 





Part C  
� Account Account for: state reasons for, 

report on. Give an account of: narrate a 
series of events or transactions 

� This question really polarised the 
candidates.  

� Quality candidates answered this well 
however many struggled and did not give 
a response that gained marks. 



� Sydney was the most popular city used 
� Many students who used New York or 

London had great difficulty with the 
‘social aspect’ and tended to emphasise 
the physical geography or social activities 
eg Broadway, West End, tourism etc 



� Many candidates seemed uncertain on 
what was meant by social structure.  

� Better candidates clearly stated the link 
between higher education levels, private 
schools, better health care facilities and 
higher social outcomes. 

�  Income levels and education link was also 
clearly made. 



Overall 
� This question gave everyone a chance to 

utilise their knowledge. 
� Directive term in part b caused discussion 

amongst the markers 


